Two Voices of STEAM

STEM

We stem with science,  
And rise from our roots.  
Question with defiance;  
Analyze our pursuits.  
For answers, explore

ART

Earth

Seems still to the eye,  
Though further review  
Allows one to deny.  
Each creature has its debut;  
Talents which inspire those

Watching

Detail, Observation:  
Another step in  
Modern innovation.  
Design Process will win;  
Precision champions

Progress

Forms drastic landscapes;  
The world’s changing scene.  
In many hues and shapes,  
Environs are serene,  
So one may imagine

All

In the universe-  
Systems, surroundings-  
Every biome diverse;  
Uniqueness: astounding.  
Each sight unparalleled

Completely

Splendid without taper  
Landscapes seem more vibrant  
From one’s view to paper;  
Triteness does not Earth grant.  
Each feature has a tale

Never-ending

Is inspiration  
Between STEM and Art.  
STEAM- a new sensation:  
Zealous mind, astute heart.
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